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We continue the discussion of the numbers c(G) and r(G) defined in [I]. The 
following results are proved 
r(;(Z,>=c(XZ,)=p”’ ‘+pP2. m>3. 
where X”‘Z, is the direct product of Z,. ’ 1987 Academic Press, fnc 
G is a given finite group, S= (a,, a, ,..., a,,) is a sequence of G, where a, is 
non-l element of G and every proper subgroup of G contains at most 
IHI - 1 terms of S. C(S) is the set of all elements of G which can be 
expressed as a product over a subsequence of S. We define v(G) to be the 
least integer such that ISI 3 r(G) implies E(S) = G. 
Similarly we can define c(G) to be the least integer such that for any sub- 
set A of G, IAl >c(G) implies C(A)= G. 
It is clear that c(G) 6 r(G). In the following, we will prove c(G) and r(G) 
are equal for G = X” Z,, m 3 3. 
Let G= X”’ Z,= X” (x,). As a modulo over F,,, the group-algebra 
Fp(X”’ Z,,) has a basis 
{(l --Y,p(l -.X2y’..‘(1 -s,p I O<k I,..., k,<p- l} 
and every element of FJX” Z,) can be written uniquely in the form 
LY=.S?ICT L, ..,_(l -s,)k’(l(l --Y*)k2...(1 -X,)% 
For any sequence S = (a,, u2 ,..., a,?) in G, as in the case of Z, x Z,, we 
have the product n(S), 
n(S)= fi (1 -a,). 
,=I 
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Define H, = {g E G 1 (1 - g) . II(S) = 0 1. It can be easily verified that H, is 
a subgroup of G. 
PROPOSITION 1. S is a sequence in G, then H, = G [f and only if 
H(S)=on:,=, (1 -.vi)l’-‘, CJCF,,. 
Proqf. Suppose Z7(.S) has the form 
I7(S)=22, ,... k,,(l -A+(1 -xz)kz’.‘(l -X,J? 
If H,y=G, then (1 -g).n(S)=O, VgEG. 
Let g=.u,, we have 
(l-s,).I7(S)=(l -.u,)(Za,,.. k,,(l-.Y,)kl...(l-.~Yn,)~‘“) 
= zo,, k,,,( 1 -s, ) kl+ ‘( 1 - &)~Z.. (1 - .y,,,)k”’ = 0, 
This implies oA, k,,, =O, O<k, <p-2, Odk, ,..., k,,<p- 1. 
Set g = .y, , .Y? ,..., .Y,,~, respectively, we have 
okI...h,,, = 0 if 3k,#p- 1, 
hence 
LEMMA 1.1. S is a sequence qf G of size n. 
(i) [f n>nz(p- l)+ 1, then Z7(S)=O. 
(ii) Ifn=nz(p- l), then LT(S)=on:,:, (1 -s,)~~‘, cr~F,,. 
Proej!f: Suppose S = (a,, a2 ,..., a,,) and a, = uv, then we have the 
following expansion for Z7( S): 
H(S)= fi (1 -a,)=(1 -uv). i (1 -ai) 
,= I I=? 
=(I -u) fi (1 -a,)+U(l -v) fi (1 -a,). 
I=2 r=2 
Let G = )(“’ Z,, = )(” (x,). For any a, in S, if we write a, = .u;‘xF.. .I$, 
repeat the procedure above, we have 
H(S) = 1 g7( 1 - X,)k’q 1 - .X?)hzr ‘. (1 - .Y,,,)k,I,, 
where g, E F,,(G) and C, ki, = n. 
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(i) If n 3 r?~(p - 1) + 1, then for any z, there are at least one k, such 
that k,, >p, hence 
(1 - .u,)“‘7 = 0 
then II(S) = 0. 
(ii) If n=m(p- l), then 
(1 -g).z7(S)=I7(S+(g))=O, VgczG; 
that is, H, = G, so n(S) = r~ n ( 1 - .ui)” ‘. 
LEMMA 2. S is a sequence in G, ISI = p”’ ’ + p - 2, m > 3. Zf for anl 
subgroup N qf G of order p”‘~ ’ and arbitrary sequence T of size 
P”’ ’ +p - 1 in N, there esists a subsequence T, qf T such that H,, = N, 
then hve cun ,fhci u subsequence S, qf’ S such that H,s, = G. 
Prooj: Let S,, be the maximal subsequence of S such that I7(S,) ~0. 
Clearly IS,/ d nz(p ~ 1) arzd if I& = m(~ - 1 ), Lemma 1 shows that 
H, = G. 
Suppose I S,,l 6 nz( p - 1 ) - 1 and H,v,, Y$ G. 
Let H = H,sU and S = (a,, a? ,..., a,,). Since S,, is maximal, then for any a, 
in S- S, we have 
(1 -a,).I7(S,,)=I7(S,,+(a,))=O. 
This implies that all terms in S- S, fall in H, then 
/HI-l>lSnHl>l(S-S,,)nHl=lS-S,l 
while 
/S-S,I=IS~-/S,,~3p”‘~‘+p-2-(m(p-1)-1) 
>p”IP2+p- 1, m33, 
therefore 
IHl >lS-So/ + 1 >p’r’~‘+p>p”’ 2, 
hence 
p”’ > I HI > p”’ ‘. 
This implies 
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Since the subgroups of elementary groups are also elementary, if 
G= (x,) x ... x (x,), we may assume H= (x1)x ... x (x,+,). Note 
that S - So is a sequence of size no less than pm- ’ +p - 1 in H, by 
assumption, there exists a subsequence S’ of S- S, such that 
m- I 
H(S’)=a n (1 -.XI.)PP’, O#CJEF,. 
,=I 
Because 
= P “‘~‘+p-2-(pm~‘-l)=p-l. 
We can find a subsequence S” (of size p - 1) of S such that every a, is 
not contained in H. Without loss of generality, we suppose 
S” = (a,, a2 ,..., up ,) and ai =g,$;,, l<i<p-1, g,EH, r,#O. From 
Lemma 1.1 in [ 11, it is clear that 
,‘- I 
n (1 -s::,)=a’(l-.\-,,,)“~‘#O, D’EF~. 
,=I 
Let S, = S’+ S”, note that gi can be absorbed in nm ’ (1 -.u,); we have 
H(S,) = H(S’) ‘H(S”) 
m-1 P-1 
=(T n (l-x,)P-” n (I-g,xL) 
r=l i= I 
I?- 1 P-1 
=cJ fl (l-xi)p-‘. n (l-Xl;;) 
;= I t=l 
i 
I?- I 
=G n (1 -x;y- o’(1 -.x,)P-1 
/=I > 
=m’ fi (1 -x,)“-‘#O. 
i= I 
hence H,, = G. 
THEOREM 1. S is a sequence of XmZp, ISI=pmp’+p-2, ~233. If  
1 S n HI < I HI - 1 for any’ subgroup H of G, then 
C(S) = G. 
Proof Theorem 2 in [ 1 ] shows that if S is a sequence of size 2p - 1 in 
Z, x Z,, A(S) <p, then there is a subsequence S, of S such that 
n(s,)=a(l-u)~~‘(1-h)~~‘#O, GEF,. 
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By induction on m, from Lemma 1.2 we can prove that for any integer 
m 3 3, there is a subsequence S, of S such that 
n, 
n(s,)=an (1 -x,y ’ 
1-I 
then C”(S,) = G. 
Note that ISI =p”+ ’ +p-2>m(p-l)+l we have n(S)=O, hence 
1 E C(S), therefore E(S) = G. 1 
Theorem 1 shows that c(G) d r(G) <p” ’ +p - 2. Consider the follow- 
ing example: 
G = (.Y,) x x (x,,), S, is the set of non-l elements in H = 
(s,) x '.. x (I,,,--,), 
s = s, u (s,,,, .Y,,,.Y, .Y ,,,'Vf ,...) s,,,sr 3 1 
Clearly ISI =p”’ ’ +p-3. 
It can be verified that the coset .YC ’ H of H is disjoint with C(S), then 
c(G) > p"' ' + p - 3 
hence ~(G)=c(G)=~“’ ‘fp-2, nz33. 
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